We investigate a class of quadratic-exponential growth BSDEs with jumps. The quadratic structure introduced by Barrieu & El Karoui (2013) yields the universal bounds on the possible solutions. With local Lipschitz continuity and the so-called A Γ -condition for the comparison principle to hold, we prove the existence of a unique solution under the general quadratic-exponential structure. We have also shown that the strong convergence occurs under more general (not necessarily monotone) sequence of drivers, which is then applied to give the sufficient conditions for the Malliavin's differentiability.
Introduction
The backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs) have been subjects of strong interest of many researchers since they were introduced by Bismut (1973) [7] and generalized later by Pardoux & Peng (1990) [37] . This is particularly because they provide a truly probabilistic approach to stochastic control problems, which has been soon recognized as a very powerful tool for both theoretical and numerical issues in many important applications.
More recently, there has appeared an acute interest in quadratic-growth BSDEs because of their various fields of applications such as, risk sensitive control problems, dynamic risk measures and indifference pricing in an incomplete market. The first breakthrough was made by Kobylanski (2000) [30] in a Brownian filtration with a bounded terminal condition. The result was then extended by Briand & Hu (2006 [9, 10] to unbounded solutions. Direct convergence based on a fixed-point theorem was proposed by Tevzadze (2008) [42] . Various extensions/applications can be found in, for example, Hu, Imkeller & Muller (2005) [23] , Mania & Tevzadze (2006) [33] , Morlais (2009) [34] , Hu & Schweizer (2011) [24] , Delbaen, Hu & Richou (2011) [13] .
In contrast to the diffusion setup, the number of researches on quadratic BSDEs with jumps has been rather small. Morlais (2010) [35] deals with a particular BSDE appearing in the exponential utility optimization with jumps, and Antonelli & Mancini (2016) [2] studies the setup with local Lipschitz continuity with different assumptions. Both of them * Forthcoming in Stochastic Processes and their Applications. All the contents expressed in this research are solely those of the author and do not represent any views or opinions of any institutions. The author is not responsible or liable in any manner for any losses and/or damages caused by the use of any contents in this research. † Quantitative Finance Course, Graduate School of Economics, The University of Tokyo. ‡ Quantitative Finance Course, Graduate School of Economics, The University of Tokyo.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives preliminaries including some important results on the BMO martingales. Section 3 explains the setup of Q exp -growth BSDEs with jumps and gives the uniqueness result. Section 4 proves the existence of a solution by using the monotone sequence and the comparison principle. Sections 5 deals with the Malliavin's differentiability of the Q exp -growth BSDEs, which is then applied to a forward-backward system to obtain a representation theorem on the martingale components in Section 6. Appendix A is a simple generalization of the results by Ankirchner, Imkeller & Dos Reis (2007) [1] and Briand & Confortola (2008) [8] on the locally Lipschitz BSDEs with BMO coefficients to the setup with jumps. Appendix B gives some results regarding the comparison principle. Appendix C gives a detailed proof for the Malliavin's differentiability of the Lipschitz BSDEs with jumps, which generalizes the result of Delong & Imkeller (2010) [15] and Delong (2013) [14] to local (instead of global) Lipschitz continuity for the Malliavin derivative of the driver, which becomes necessary to investigate a forward-backward system driven by a Markovian forward process. Finally, Appendix D gives the technical details of the proof for Theorem 5.1 omitted in the main text.
Preliminaries

General Setting
Let us first state the general setting to be used throughout the paper. T > 0 is some bounded time horizon. The space (Ω W , F W , P W ) is the usual canonical space for a ddimensional Brownian motion equipped with the Wiener measure P W . We also denote (Ω µ , F µ , P µ ) as a product of canonical spaces Ω µ := Ω 1 µ × · · · × Ω k µ , F µ := F 1 µ × · · · × F k µ and P 1 µ × · · · × P k µ with some constant k ≥ 1, on which each µ i is a Poisson measure with a compensator ν i (dz)dt. Here, ν i (dz) is a σ-finite measure on R 0 = R\{0} satisfying R 0 |z| 2 ν i (dz) < ∞. Throughout the paper, we work on the filtered probability space (Ω, F, F = (F t ) t∈[0,T ] , P), where the space (Ω, F, P) is the product of the canonical spaces (Ω W × Ω µ , F W × F µ , P W × P µ ), and that the filtration F = (F t ) t∈[0,T ] is the canonical filtration completed for P and satisfying the usual conditions. In this construction, (W, µ 1 , · · · , µ k ) are independent. We use a vector notation µ(ω, dt, dz) := (µ 1 (ω, dt, dz 1 ), · · · , µ k (ω, dt, dz k )) and denote the compensated Poisson measure as µ := µ − ν. We represent the F-predictable σ-field on Ω × [0, T ] by P.
Remark 2.1. We have chosen the above setting mainly because that it is known to guarantee the weak property of predictable representation and also because there exists an established Malliavin's differential rule. The contents up to Section 4 can be easily extendable to P ⊗ E-measurable random compensator ν t (dx) as long as (W, µ − ν) is assumed to have the weak property of predictable representation (See Chapter XIII in [22] .). For the general topics regarding stochastic calculus with random measures, see also [25] .
Notation
We denote a generic constant by C, which may change line by line, is sometimes associated with several subscripts (such as C K,T ) showing its dependence when necessary. T T 0 denotes the set of F-stopping times τ ∈ [0, T ].
Let us introduce a sup-norm for a R r -valued function x : [0, T ] → R r as ||x|| [a,b] := sup{|x t |, t ∈ [a, b]} and write ||x|| t := ||x|| [0,t] . We use the following spaces for stochastic processes for p ≥ 2:
• S ∞ r is the set of R r -valued essentially bounded càdlàg processes X such that
• H p [s, t] is the set of progressively measurable R d -valued processes Z such that
• J ∞ is the space of functions which are dP ⊗ ν(dz) essentially bounded i.e.,
where L ∞ (ν) is the space of R k -valued measurable functions ν(dz)-a.e. bounded endowed with the usual essential sup-norm.
For notational simplicity, we use (E, E) = (R k 0 , B(R 0 ) k ) and denote the maps {ψ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k} defined above as ψ : Ω × [0, T ] × E → R k and say ψ is P ⊗ E-measurable without referring to each component. We also use the notation such that
for simplicity. The similar abbreviation is used also for the integrals with respect to µ and ν. When we use E and E, one should always interpret it in this way so that the integral with the k-dimensional Poisson measure does make sense. On the other hand, when we use the range R 0 with the integrators ( µ, µ, ν), for example,
we interpret it as a k-dimensional vector. We frequently omit the subscripts specifying the dimension r and the time interval [s, t] when they are unnecessary or obvious in the context. We use Θ s , s ∈ [0, T ] as a collective argument Θ s = Y s , Z s , ψ s to lighten the notation. We use the notation of partial derivatives such that for
and for Θ, ∂ Θ = ∂ y , ∂ z , ∂ ψ . We use the similar notations for every higher order derivative without a detailed indexing. We suppress the obvious summation of indexes throughout the paper for notational simplicity.
BMO-martingale and its properties
The properties of the BMO-martingales play a crucial role throughout this work. This section summarizes the necessary facts used in the following discussions. 
for t ∈ [0, T ] and let us denote 
Here, C and q * (> 1) are positive constants depending only on
Proof. Proof for (a)
Firstly, due to the universal bounds, it is obvious that one can choose M such that
Taking the conditional expectation, one obtains
Taking sup τ ∈T T 0 for each term in the left gives
where the process H is defined by
BM O whose norm is dominated by the universal bounds given in Lemma 3.1. One can see
Thus, with an arbitrary positive constant ǫ > 0,
Choosing ǫ < 1 and noticing the fact that ||δψ|| J 2
and also the map f :
Then, (δY, δZ, δψ) can be interpreted as the solution to the BSDE
). Thus, the BSDE (3.6) satisfies Assumption A.1 with g = |δf |. One obtains the desired result by applying Lemma A.1. The dependency of the constants C ′ , q * is obtained from the universal bounds in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.1, as well as the properties of the reverse Hölder inequality in Lemma 2.3 and the remarks that follow.
We now gives the uniqueness result: , the solution is unique in the space K p [0, T ] for ∀p ≥ 2. Since Y ∈ S ∞ , the uniqueness of Y in S p gives the uniqueness of Y also in the space S ∞ . This can be easily shown from an argument of contradiction by assuming ||Y 1 − Y 2 || p S p = 0 but not equal in S ∞ .
Existence of solution to a Q exp -growth BSDE
In this section, we prove the existence of the solution to the BSDE (3.1). Although one may use the stability of quadratic semimartingales as [18] , we provide a concrete, less abstract strategy similar to that of Kobylanski [30] . We need another assumption so that we can apply the comparison principle.
and
(Hereafter, we frequently omit the superscripts y, z to lighten the notation.) 3
Let us introduce a sequence of smooth truncation functions ϕ m : R → R with m ∈ N with the following properties:
The first two cases satisfies A Γ -condition by the previous discussion. The third case is trivial since it is bounded by 0. As for the last case, one sees f n (·, ψ)−f m (·, ψ ′ ) ≤ f (·, ψ)− f (·, ψ ′ ) = f (·, ψ) − f (·, ψ ′ ) and hence the conclusion follows. (iii) Lipschitz continuity with respect to y, ψ arguments can be shown similarly as (ii) above. Consider now the following obvious inequality f (t, ϕ k (y), w, ϕ k (ψ))+n|z −w| ≤ f (t, ϕ k (y), w, ϕ k (ψ))+n|z ′ −w|+n|z − z ′ |. By taking inf w in the both hands, we get f n,k (t, y, z, ψ) ≤ f n,k (t, y, z ′ , ψ) + n|z − z ′ |.
The desired result follows by flipping the role of z, z ′ . The same conclusion follows similarly for f m,k and hence also f n,m,k .
The above regularization is inspired by [31, 18, 12] as an application to quadratic BSDEs. However, notice the differences from the one used in [18] regarding the arguments of y, ψ. The following result is an extension of Lemma 9.6.6 in [12] for our setting. 
where C M is a constant depending only on the universal bounds. Let φ : R → R is a smooth convex function such that φ(0) = 0, φ ′ (0) = 0, which will be specified later. We put δY n,m := Y n − Y m , δZ n,m := Z n − Z m , δψ n,m := ψ n − ψ m , and assume m ≥ n. Note that δY n,m T = 0 and δY n,m ≥ 0 for m ≥ n. Itô formula gives φ(δY n,m t ) + Using the previous driver's bound and noticing that φ ′ (y) ≥ 0 for y ≥ 0, there exist constants C M , C 0 independent of n, m satisfying
for any constant ǫ > 0. We now choose φ as
By the mean-value theorem and the universal bound of Lemma 3.2 for δY n,m s , δY n,m s− ,
Let fix n. δψ n,m ⇀ ψ n − ψ weakly in J 2 . Since δY n,m is bounded and strongly converges ∀t [21] , by passing to the limit m → ∞,
which then yields
as n → ∞, one concludes Z n → Z in H 2 and ψ n → ψ in J 2 by the dominated convergence theorem.
Therefore, one can extract a subsequence such that Z n → Z dt ⊗ dP-a.s. and ψ n → ψ ν(dx)dt ⊗ dP-a.s. Thus condition (iii) implies f n (t, Y n t , Z n t , ψ n t ) → f (t, Y t , Z t , ψ t ) dt ⊗ dPa.s. Moreover, by extracting further subsequence if necessary, one sees from Lemma 2.5 of [30] that G z := sup n |Z n | 2 , G ψ := sup n ||ψ n || 2
with some constant C M depending only on the universal bounds. Note also that f (·, Y, Z, ψ) ∈ L 1 ([0, T ]) a.s. Thus one obtains, for almost all ω,
|ds → 0 by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. From (4.5) and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality 5 , one can also extract a subsequence in which
) µ(ds, dx) → 0 a.s. By passing to the limit m → ∞ and taking supremum over t in
under an appropriate subsequence and (Y, Z, ψ) solves (4.3). One can check that S ∞ convergence actually occurs in the entire sequence. If this is not the case, there exists a subsequence (n j ) ⊂ (n) such that ||Y n j − Y || S ∞ > c with some c > 0 for all n j , where Y = lim n Y n is independent of the choice of subsequence due to the monotonicity. However, one can extract a further subsequence (n jk ) ⊂ (n j ) such that sup t∈[0,T ] |Y n jk t − Y t | → 0 a.s. by repeating the same discussion given above and hence ||Y n jk − Y || S ∞ → 0, which is a contradiction. 
Proof. From Proposition 3.1, it suffices to prove the existence. Firstly, consider the BSDE with data (ξ, f n,m,k ). Since f n,m,k is globally Lipschitz, there exists a unique solution (Y n,m,k , Z n,m,k , ψ n,m,k ) for each n, m, k. One also sees Y n,m,k ∈ S ∞ by Lemma B.1. Since the driver f n,m,k satisfies the Q exp -structure condition by Lemma 4.1, (Y n,m,k , Z n,m,k , ψ n,m,k ) satisfies the universal bounds of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 uniformly in n, m, k. In particular, since ||Y n,m,k || S ∞ , ||ψ n,m,k || J ∞ are bounded uniformly, (Y n,m,k , Z n,m,k , ψ n,m,k ) also consists of a solution of the BSDE
for each n, m provided k is large enough. By Lemma B.2, this is actually the unique solution of (4.6) and satisfies the comparison principle Y n,m+1 ≤ Y n,m ≤ Y n+1,m for every n, m ∈ N. Thus, from Lemma 4.1, we can apply Proposition 4.1 with a fixed n. In particular, the condition (iii) follows from the continuity of the driver and the property of inf(sup)-convolution (see, Lemma 1 of [31] ). We then obtain Y n,m → Y n in S ∞ , Z n,m → Z n in H 2 and ψ n,m → ψ n in J 2 , which solves
for each n ∈ N, where f n := f n + f . f n satisfies the structure as well as A Γ -conditions uniformly in n. By Lemma B.3, one can once again apply Proposition 4.1 to the monotone
which solves the BSDE (3.1). By the Remark 4.1, one also obtains the convergence in the stronger norms.
Although we have used a specific regularization to obtain a monotone sequence of drivers, we can actually weaken the condition of monotonicity. The following result is the adaptation of Theorem 2.8 of [30] to our setting. 
BM O be the unique solution of the BSDE (which is guaranteed by Theorem 4.1)
Proof. Let us define two drivers such that G n := sup m≥n f m , H n := inf m≥n f m . Then we have G n ↓ f , H n ↑ f as n → ∞. By condition (i), both G n and H n satisfy Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 uniformly in n. Moreover the relations 
BM O to the BSDEs with data (ξ, G n ) (resp. (ξ, H n )) for each n. By the local Lipschitz continuity, A Γ -condition, and the universal bounds of the solutions make the measure change used in the comparison principle well defined. Hence, by similar arguments of Lemma B.3, it is straightforward to confirm that the comparison principle holds among (Y n * , Y n * , Y n ). One has Y n * ≤ Y n ≤ Y n * for every n ∈ N. Furthermore, Proposition 4.1 also imply the convergence Y n * ↓ Y and Y n * ↑ Y in S ∞ . Thus we have Y n → Y in S ∞ . Remark 4.1 gives the convergence of Z n , ψ n in the desired norms.
Malliavin Differentiability
In the reminder of the paper, we study the Malliavin differentiability of the quadraticexponential growth BSDEs. Among the various ways to develop Malliavin's calculus, we follow the conventions based on the chaos expansion used in Delong & Imkeller (2010) [15] and Delong (2013) [14] , which were adopted from the work of Solé et.al. (2007) [41] . See also Di Nunno et.al. (2009) [16] for an extension to a multi-dimensional setup and other applications (with only a slight adjustment of conventions). For the detailed conventions, see Section 3 of [15] . Following the extension given in Section 17 of [16] , we denote (D i t,0 , i ∈ {1, · · · , d}) and (D i t,z , i ∈ {1, · · · , k}) as the Malliavin derivatives with respect to (W i (t), i ∈ {1, · · · , d}) and ( µ i (dt, dz), i ∈ {1, · · · , k}), respectively.
Note that a random variable F is Malliavin differentiable if and only if F ∈ D 1,2 . Here, the space D 1,2 ⊂ L 2 (P) is defined by the completion with respect to the norm || · || 1,2 which is given by
For notational convenience, let us introduce two types of finite measures
We also introduce a space L 1,2 (R n ) of product measurable and F-adapted processes χ :
Note that the space L 1,2 is a Hilbert space endowed with the norm
The fact that the Malliavin derivative is a closed operator in L 1,2 (See, Theorem 12.6 in [16] ) plays a crucial role later. Suppose that (t, z) is a jump of size z at time t in a random measure µ i . We denote by ω t,z µ i a transformed family of ω µ i = ((t 1 , z 1 ), (t 2 , z 2 ), · · · ) ∈ Ω µ i into a new family with additional jump at (t, z); ω t,z µ i = ((t, z), (t 1 , z 1 ), (t 2 , z 2 ), · · · ) ∈ Ω µ i . As for an element ω = (ω W , ω µ 1 , ω µ 2 , · · · , ω µ k ) ∈ Ω in the full canonical product space, we denote ω t,z ∈ Ω as the above transformation only in the corresponding element, such as ω t,z = (ω W , ω µ 1 , · · · , ω t,z µ i , · · · , ω µ k ) ∈ Ω without specifying the relevant coordinate for notational simplicity. By the same reason, we also frequently omit i denoting the direction of derivative D i s,z by assuming that we consider each Wiener (z = 0, i ∈ {1, · · · , d}) and jump (z = 0, i ∈ {1, · · · , k})) direction separately (and summing them up whenever necessary, such as when considering integration on E).
In this section, we consider Malliavin's differentiability of the following BSDE;
The last arguments of the driver denotes a k-dimensional vector whose i-th element is given by
. With slight abuse of notation, we adopt Θ r := Y r , Z r , R 0 ρ(z)G(r, ψ r (z))ν(dz) , r ∈ [0, T ] as a collective argument in this section.
Remark 5.1. In Solé et.al. [41] and Delong & Imkeller [15] , the conventions
are used. For the convenience when discussing the L 1,2 -norm, we introduce the notation φ(x) := φ(x)/x, x ∈ R 0 for the control variables of the random measure, φ = ψ, ψ m etc. See, in particular, Section 3.5 of [14] .
Assumption 5.1. (i) For every i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, ρ i is a continuous function satisfying
is a continuous function in the both arguments and one-time continuously differentiable with respect to v with continuous derivative. Moreover, for every R > 0,
We put without loss of generality that G i (·, 0) = 0 for every i ∈ {1, · · · , k}. 
Remark 5.2. In the above assumption, using the fact that For Malliavin differentiability, we need the following additional assumptions:
Assumption 5.4. With the notation u t = R 0 ρ(x)G(t, ψ(x))ν(dx), u ′ t = R 0 ρ(x)G(t, ψ ′ (x))ν(dx), (i) The terminal value is Malliavin differentiable; ξ ∈ D 1,2 .
(ii) For each M > 0, and for every (y, z, ψ) ∈ R×R d ×L 2 (E, ν; R k ) satisfying |y|, ||ψ|| L ∞ (ν) ≤ M , the driver f (t, y, z, u t ), t ∈ [0, T ] belongs to L 1,2 (R) and its Malliavin derivative is denoted by (D s,z f )(t, y, z, u t ). Furthermore, the driver f is one-time continuously differentiable with respect to its spacial variables with continuous derivatives. (iii) For every Wiener as well as jump direction, for every M > 0 and dP ⊗ dt-a.e.
(ω, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ], and for every (y, z, ψ),
the Malliavin derivative of the driver satisfies the following local Lipschitz conditions;
for ds-a.e. s ∈ [0, T ] with i ∈ {1, · · · , d}, and We now give the main result of this section. The solution also satisfies Since ||Y || S ∞ , ||ψ|| J ∞ are bounded by the universal bounds, one can choose a constant M > 0 big enough so that the local Lipschitz conditions hold true for the whole relevant range. We choose one such M and fix it throughout the proof. We also omit the superscript i denoting the direction of derivative by assuming that we always discuss each direction separately.
Proof for (a): Firstly, the continuous differentiability of f and the local Lipschitz conditions imply that, for the relevant range of variables,
It is easy to check that the BSDE (5.2) satisfies Assumption A.2. Indeed, its second condition follows from the relation 
for ∀p ′ ≥ 2, where C p ′ andq > 1 are positive constants. Assumption 5.4 (iv) also gives the 2nd claim Then, (Y s,z , Z s,z , ψ s,z ) can also be expressed as a solution to the BSDE
It is straightforward to check that Assumption A.1 is satisfied. Thus, Lemma A.1 gives 7) and for jump direction i ∈ {1, · · · , k}, m i (dz)ds-a.e. (s, z) ∈ [0, T ] × R 0 and s ≤ t ≤ T , 
with ∀p ′ ≥ 2, for the Wiener (z = 0) as well as the jump (z = 0) directions. Here, C p ′ and q > 1 are positive constants independent of m. Assumption 5.4 (iv), the universal bounds for Θ m and the energy inequality give
It then easily follows that L 1,2 -norm of (Y m , Z m , ψ m ) is bounded uniformly in m. The estimate (5.9) also gives 
We claim
The proof is straightforward and we give the details in Appendix D.1.
Fourth step (Convergence of D s,z Θ m → Θ s,z (z = 0)) For each direction of jump, let us put
with t ∈ [0, T ]. As in the third step, we claim
The proof is tedious but straightforward and we give the details in Appendix D.2. 
Final step
where (·) P denotes the predictable projection of a process.
6 An application: Markovian forward-backward system 6 
.1 Forward SDE
As an important application, we consider a Q exp -growth BSDE driven by an n-dimensional Markovian process X t,x s , s ∈ [0, T ] defined by the next SDE:
Assumption 6.1. The functions b(t, x), σ(t, x) and γ(t, x, e) are continuous in all their arguments and one-time continuously differentiable with respect to x with continuous derivatives. Furthermore, there exists some positive constant K such that
We have the following result: Proposition 6.1. Under Assumption 6.1, there exists a unique solution X t,x ∈ S p [0, T ] with ∀p ≥ 2 for every initial data (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × R n . Furthermore, the process X t,x is Malliavin differentiable X t,x ∈ L 1,2 and satisfies, for ∀p ≥ 2,
with some positive constant C depending only on (p, T, K).
Proof. The fact that X t,x ∈ S p [0, T ] with ∀p ≥ 2 is rather standard. See, for example, Lemma A.3 in [19] . The existence of Malliavin derivative follows from Theorem 3 of Petrou (2008) [38] . This implies, for u ∈ [t, s] and i ∈ {1, · · · , d},
and for (u, z) ∈ [t, s] × R 0 and i ∈ {1, · · · , k},
where both σ i and γ i denote the i-th column vectors of dimension n, and for ϕ = b, σ, γ, D i u,z ϕ(r, X t,x r ) := ϕ(r, X t,x r + zD i u,z X t,x r ) − ϕ(r, X t,x r ) z .
By Lemma A.3 [19] , the above SDEs satisfy the a priori estimates
Since q(du, dz) on E is a finite measure, the claim is proved.
In many applications, there appears a BSDE driven by a Markovian forward process. Let us consider a Q exp -BSDE driven by the process X t,x s , s ∈ [0, T ] introduced in the last section;
We treat Z and ψ as row vectors for notational simplicity. In this setup, the driver f is deterministic without explicit dependence on ω, which is now provided by the dependence on X t,x . 
ρ(e)G(t, ψ(e))ν(de)
x, y, z, ψ) := f t, x, y, z, R 0 ρ(e)G(t, ψ(e))ν(de) satisfies the A Γ -condition (Assumption 4.1). Assumption 6.3. For each M > 0, for every x ∈ R n and (y, z, ψ),
there exists some positive constant K M (possibly dependent on M ) such that
with the short-hand notation u t := R 0 ρ(e)G(t, ψ(e))ν(de) and u ′ t := R 0 ρ(e)G(t, ψ ′ (e))ν(de) . Lemma 6.1. Under Assumptions 5.1, 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, there exists a unique solution
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 4.1.
We denote Θ t,x r := Y t,x , Z t,x , R 0 ρ(e)G(r, ψ t,x r (e))ν(de) as a collective argument of the solution indexed by the initial data (t, x). 
there exists some positive constant K M (possibly dependent on M) such that
with the short-hand notation u t := R 0 ρ(e)G(t, ψ(e))ν(de) and u ′ t := R 0 ρ(e)G(t, ψ ′ (e))ν(de) .
One sees that Assumption 6.4, together with Assumption 6.3, implies
where C is some positive constant. 
x r (e)), 0 ≤ s, r ≤ T, e ∈ R 0 i∈{1,··· ,d} is the unique solution to the BSDE
x r (e)), 0 ≤ s, r ≤ T, e, z ∈ R 0 i∈{1,··· ,k} is the unique solution to the BSDE
derivatives. Then the fact that
Corollary 5.1, and the Malliavin differential rule for a continuously differentiable function give the desired result.
A An a priori estimate and BMO-Lipschitz BSDEs A.1 An a priori estimate
Firstly, we establish a priori estimate which plays a crucial role throughout the paper.
Although it is similar to that of BMO-Lipschitz BSDEs, which will be discussed in the next section, it has a much wider range of applications. See discussion in Section 3 of Ankirchner et.al. [1] for a diffusion setup. Let us consider the BSDE, for t ∈ [0, T ],
We treat Z, ψ are row vectors for simplicity. We introduce another driver f :
The crucial point of the next assumption is that the process (H t ) t∈[0,T ] is not forbidden to be a function of (Y t , Z t , ψ t ) t∈[0,T ] . with a positive constantq satisfying q * ≤q < ∞ whose lower bound q * > 1 is controlled only by ||H|| H 2
BM O
, and some positive constant C depending only on (p,q, T, K, ||H|| H 2
).
which proves the desired result.
A.2 BMO-Lipschitz BSDE
In this subsection, we study the properties of the BSDE with a locally Lipschitz driver where the Lipschitz coefficient for the control variable belongs to H 2 BM O . In the diffusion setup, the details have been discussed by Briand & Confortola (2008) [8] . As we have announced before, we keep the reverse Hölder property only to the continuous part and assume only the standard Lipschitz continuity for the jump coefficient.
Assumption A.2. The map (ω, t) → f (ω, t, ·) is F-progressively measurable. (i) There exist a positive constant K and a positive F-progressively measurable process . Under the measure Q defined by dQ/dP = E T (b * W ),
where W Q = W − · 0 b s ds and µ Q = µ. As discussed in Lemma A.1, one can chooser > 1 with which both of E(b * W ) and E(−b * W Q ) satisfy the reverse Hölder inequality and q =r r−1 as its dual. Let us put D := max ||E(b * W )|| Lr(P) , ||E(−b * W Q )|| Lr (Q) , which is dominated by some constant depending only on ||H|| H 2 BM O (P) . It is clear that the BSDE satisfies the global Lipschitz properties under the measure Q. Furthermore, the following inequality is satisfied due to (reverse) Hölder inequalities: |f n | ∨ |f m | ≤ |f |, one sees that |F l (s, y, 0, ψ)| ≤ |f (s, ϕ k (y), 0, ϕ k (ψ • ζ l ))|, which is clearly bounded for all s, y, ψ. Proof. Since f n satisfies the structure condition in Assumption 3.1, if there exists a bounded solution it satisfies the universal bounds. Thus the driver is K M -Lipschitz continuous with respect to y, ψ as in the previous lemma. For z argument, the driver is local Lipschitz continuous whose coefficient is given by the sum of n and that given in Assumption 3.2. Thanks to the universal bounds, it has a bounded H 2 BM O -norm for each n. It is also easy to confirm that f n satisfies A Γ -condition uniformly in n as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Thus the measure change used in Theorem 2.5 of Royer [40] is still valid and hence the comparison principle follows. The uniqueness follows from Proposition 3.1 or from the comparison principle as [40] .
C Malliavin differentiability for Lipschitz BSDEs with jumps
In order to show Malliavin's differentiability of Q exp -growth BSDEs, we have to establish the differentiability for Lipschitz BSDEs with slightly more general setup than what was proved in [15] and [14] . For convenience of the readers, we give the detailed proof in this section. We closely follow the arguments used in El Karoui et.al. (1997) [17] . The complication relative to a diffusion case is the treatment of small jumps. The difference from the work [15] is a local Lipschitz condition instead of the global Lipschitz condition for the Malliavin derivative of the driver.
We consider a BSDE defined by 
